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Abstract

In this paper, we study the performance of paced TCP, a modified version of TCP designed especially for high delay-bandwidth networks. In typical networks, TCP optimizes its send-rate by transmitting increasingly large bursts, or windows, of packets, one burst per round-trip time, until it reaches a maximum window-size, which corresponds to the full capacity of the network. In a network with a high delay-bandwidth product, however, TCP’s maximum window-size may be larger than the queue size of the intermediate routers, and routers will begin to drop packets as soon as the windows become too large for the router queues. The TCP sender then concludes that the bottleneck capacity of the network has been reached, and it limits its send-rate accordingly. Partridge proposed paced TCP as a means of solving the problem of queueing bottlenecks. A sender using paced TCP would release packets in multiple, small bursts during a round-trip time in which ordinary TCP would release a single, large burst of packets. This approach allows the sender to increase its send-rate to the maximum window size without encountering queueing bottlenecks. This paper describes the performance of paced TCP in a simulated network and discusses implementation details that can affect the performance of paced TCP.

1 Introduction

TCP was originally designed to run over a variety of communication links, including wireless and high-bandwidth links. Although researchers understand a great deal about TCP’s strengths and weaknesses in the networks of today, recent technological advances in satellite and fiber-optic networks have caused them to re-evaluate TCP’s purported flexibility. They have already identified some major obstacles to the use of TCP in these networks. One problem that is common to both satellite and fiber-optic networks is that the capacity of these networks, determined by the product of the bandwidth and the delay of the network, can be more than ten times greater than in conventional networks. The mismatch between the high capacity of these networks and available storage at the intermediate routers in the network poses unique problems for TCP. Given an ever-growing interest in these new network technologies and the centrality of TCP in network communication, further investigation of obstacles to the use of TCP in high delay-bandwidth networks is a matter of pressing importance.

This paper examines paced TCP, a modified version of TCP designed to overcome the problems of queueing bottlenecks in a network with a high delay-bandwidth product. In a typical network, TCP optimizes its send-rate by releasing increasingly large bursts, or windows, of packets, one burst per round-trip time, to the receiver until it reaches its maximum window-size, at which point it has reached the full capacity of the network. In a network with a high delay-bandwidth product, however, TCP’s maximum window-size may be larger than the queue capacity of some of the network’s intermediate routers. Larger windows overload such router queues, and the routers begin to drop packets. TCP interprets dropped packets as congestion at the bottleneck, even though no congestion is present. A single sender running TCP has simply released too many packets into the network in too short a time:

* This work would not have been possible without the additional contributions of Tim Shepard and Koling Chang.
the queue cannot handle the overload; and TCP detects its self-produced queueing bottleneck. The disparity between the total capacity of a high delay-bandwidth network and the capacity of individual queues in the network is enough to make TCP’s algorithms break down.

Consider the three concrete networks whose characteristics are listed in Table 1 and depicted in Figure 1. The first is a low-delay network; its round trip times are 50ms. The second and third networks have high delays: round trip times for these networks are typical for a satellite network, 500ms.

Figure 2 gives performance characteristics over time in the low-delay network. This performance is a function of the bottleneck bandwidth, the network delay, and the packet size. In this network, as in most low-delay networks, the capacity of the bottleneck queue is roughly equal to the capacity of the network itself. The sender running TCP begins in slow-start mode, with an initial window of 2 packets. During each RTT, the sender receives a new acknowledgment and increases its window by 1 packet. As a result, TCP releases an exponentially increasing number of packets into the network every round-trip time (RTT), until finally after 5 RTTs (or 250ms), the window size plateaus at the maximum allowable size. At this point, TCP has achieved its goal and is fully utilizing the bottleneck link.

An important thing to note about Figure 2 is the correspondence between the queue length and changes in window size. Every time the TCP sender receives a single acknowledgment, it increases the window size by one, and injects two more packets into the network. Because acknowledgments return to the sender spaced apart by the bottleneck service time, so does each pair of packets. Because the bottleneck server only has time to process one of these packets before the next pair arrives, one packet accumulates in the queue for every pair that arrives. More generally, when the TCP window increases from \( W \) to \( 2 \times W \) packets during one RTT, the maximum size of the queue for that time-interval will be \( W \). If the maximum capacity of the network (and the maximum window size) of the network is \( W_{\text{max}} \) packets, then the bottleneck queue must be able to store at least \( W_{\text{max}}/2 \) packets. Many TCP receivers actually send “delayed acknowledgments” back to the sender, only acknowledging every other packet that they receive. Following the same logic, if the TCP receiver uses delayed acknowledgments, the bottleneck queue must be able to store at least \( W_{\text{max}}/3 \) packets in order to accommodate the sender’s maximum window in a single burst.

Table 1: Setup for different TCP connections running over a single bottleneck link.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Low-delay network</th>
<th>high-delay network (large queue)</th>
<th>high-delay network (small queue)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Round-trip Delay</td>
<td>50ms</td>
<td>500ms</td>
<td>500ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottleneck bandwidth</td>
<td>1.5Mb</td>
<td>1.5Mb</td>
<td>1.5Mb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet size</td>
<td>1024 bytes</td>
<td>1024 bytes</td>
<td>1024 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottleneck queue length</td>
<td>10 packets</td>
<td>100 packets</td>
<td>10 packets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network capacity/TCP maximum window</td>
<td>9 packets</td>
<td>91 packets</td>
<td>91 packets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2: Window history of single TCP connection over a low-delay link. During its initial slow-start phase, the TCP window doubles every round trip time. Every time the window increases, TCP injects a window-sized burst of packets into the network. When the burst reaches the bottleneck router, the queue in the network builds up, and then drains before the next burst arrives. TCP stops increasing the window when it reaches the maximum window size of 9 packets.
Figure 3: Window history of single TCP connection over a high-delay link. The history of this connection closely resembles the history of a low-delay connection, as depicted in Figure 2. However, because the delay of the network is higher, the total capacity of the network is also larger. TCP therefore takes more RTTs to ramp up to the maximum window than for a low-delay connection.

Figure 4: Window history of single TCP connection over a high-delay link with a short bottleneck queue. During slow-start, TCP overruns the bottleneck queue in the network before it is able to reach the maximum window size. TCP is only able to reach the maximum window size much later, during using congestion-avoidance.
In perfect conditions, TCP would achieve the performance depicted in 3. Many routers in typical networks are not configured to anticipate the large capacity of high-delay links, which is reflected in their relatively small queue lengths. Figure 4 shows another high-delay network with a 500ms RTT. However, in this case, the bottleneck server is not able to drain the queue as fast as it fills up, and the server drops packets that arrive when the queue is full. Once the TCP sender detects the lost packets, it reduces its window to 2 packets and initiates slow-start again. When it reaches half its previous maximum window, it exits slow-start and enters congestion-avoidance mode. In congestion-avoidance, the TCP sender increases its window by 1 every RTT, rather than doubling it. This strategy is reflected in a linear increase in the window size. After 100 RTTs (50 seconds), TCP finally reaches its maximum window of 91 packets. In fact, if the queues in the network are less than half the capacity of the network, the time it takes TCP to reach its full capacity will grow as a function of $O(RTT^2)$, significantly worse than the already poor growth of $O(RTT \log_2 RTT)$. If we had used a short TCP connection, like the Web connections that dominate Internet traffic today, in this example, the connection would have ended long before it had the chance to get off the ground.

Pacing is one possible solution to this problem [8]. The idea behind pacing is simple. Instead of sending an entire window of packets in a single burst at the beginning of each round-trip time, the TCP sender should send out the packets in a steady stream over the entire course of a round-trip time. For example, if the current TCP window is 4 packets and the RTT is 500ms, then the TCP sender should send out 1 packet every 125ms, instead of 4 packets every 500ms. An interval of 125ms is enough time for a 1.5Mb server to process a single packet, and therefore the queue in the network should never build up. In fact, in a paced TCP implementation, queueing bottlenecks should occur only when the TCP sender is genuinely sending at a rate that is too fast for the server itself. Pacing is an attractive solution to the queueing-bottleneck problem for at least two reasons. First, it relieves network designers of having to guess at buffer sizes based on typical round-trip delays. Second, it can be implemented by modifying TCP senders only. Pacing does not require participation of the network's intermediate routers or TCP receivers.

This rest of this paper examines TCP pacing in greater detail. Though we will draw examples from high-delay networks to illustrate queueing bottlenecks, it is important to keep in mind that queueing bottlenecks may occur in any network where the product of the delay and the bandwidth is high. The specific contribution of the delay in the product is not critical to causing a queueing bottleneck, it simply increases the cost when the bottleneck occurs. Section 2 of this paper discusses the issues involved in implementing TCP Pacing. Section 3 describes several TCP algorithms and their significance with regards to high-delay networks and TCP pacing. Section 4 presents TCP pacing performance results based on the ns network simulator. Finally, Section 5 gives an overview of the results and discusses possible directions for future work.
2 Pacing Implementation

Several factors are important to consider in implementing paced TCP. First is the need for modification of the TCP/IP protocol for high bandwidth-delay networks. For example, the TCP/IP sequence number space must be expanded to prevent the TCP/IP's sequence numbers from wrapping around within seconds in a high bandwidth-delay network. Second, paced TCP needs to use high-granularity timers in order to guarantee the release of a steady stream of packets. The granularity of this timer can have both positive and negative effects on the performance of paced TCP. In this section we discuss both modification of the TCP/IP protocol for high bandwidth-delay networks and the granularity of the timers used in pacing. In addition, we propose an implementation scheme for paced TCP based upon the leaky-bucket algorithm.

2.1 TCP/IP Protocol Modifications for High Bandwidth-Delay Networks

Several researchers have noted that the TCP/IP protocols now in use are not suited to high delay-bandwidth networks [9]. The TCP/IP packet headers contain several fields that TCP/IP agents use to keep track of their progress, and these fields simply cannot accommodate the large quantities involved in high delay-bandwidth connections. The inadequacy of these fields is the TCP/IP analogue of the Y2K problem. Fields that must be modified for high delay-bandwidth networks include IP Fragmentation, TCP sequence number, and TCP maximum window size. The IP Time to Live field must also be modified in networks where the delay component of the bandwidth-delay product is high. For the remainder of this paper, we will assume that paced TCP for high delay-bandwidth networks includes these modifications.

2.2 High-Granularity Timers and Pacing

A sender using paced TCP must send out a stream of packets at specific intervals of time, and a sender needs to use high-granularity timers to do this. It is possible to modify the granularity of operating system timers to do this, but the modifications carry consequences. Each TCP timer-handler incurs a significant overhead, so the more frequently TCP schedules timer interrupts, the more of an effect TCP pacing will have on the overall performance of the system. More specifically, given the following system parameters:

- TCP window: \( W \) (packets)
- Round-trip time: \( RTT \) (seconds)
- TCP timer frequency: \( f = W/RTT \) (events/second)
- Event handling cost: \( c \) (cycle/event)
- Machine Power: \( P \) (cycle/second)

the system cost, \( SC \), is given by the following equation:

\[
SC = f \ast c / P \rightarrow \\
SC = \frac{W \ast c}{RTT \ast P} \tag{1}
\]

We can reduce the overall system cost by pacing the release of bursts of packets, rather than individual packets. Assuming that TCP sends out bursts of \( BST \) packets, we obtain the following modified equation for system cost:

\[
f = \frac{W}{(BST \ast RTT)} \rightarrow \\
SC = \frac{W \ast c}{P \ast BST \ast RTT} \tag{2}
\]

It may be tempting to raise \( BST \) arbitrarily high to keep system costs to a minimum, but this approach can not be recommended. Every time TCP sends out a \( BST \) burst, \( BST - 1 \) packets pile up at the
bottleneck queue. We can characterize the load on the bottleneck queue, \( l \), as follows:

\[
    l = f \times (BST - 1) = \frac{W}{RTT} - \frac{W}{RTT \times BST}
\]  

(3)

Finally, if the maximum queue size in the network is \( q \), then paced TCP should ensure that \( BST < q \).

Timer granularity also has a direct effect on the rates at which TCP can send packets. Suppose that paced TCP uses a \( g = 1\)ms timer and \( BST = 1 \). TCP can send 1 packet every 1ms, every 2ms, every 3ms, etc. It can not, however, send out 1 packet every 1.5ms, every 4.5, or any other non-integer multiple of 1ms. This observation leads to the following equation, which relates the window sizes that TCP can support (\( W \) packets), the connection round-trip time (\( RTT \) seconds), and the granularity of the system timer (\( g \) seconds):

\[
    W = \frac{BST \times RTT}{n \times g}, \quad n = 1, 2, 3, 4, \ldots
\]  

(4)

So, for instance, a paced TCP connection with \( RTT = 500\)ms, maximum timer granularity \( g = 1\)ms, and \( BST = 1 \) can support windows of sizes 500, 250, 125, 100, 83, and so forth.

### 2.3 A Leaky-Bucket Scheme for Paced TCP

In order to implement paced TCP, we propose using a modified **leaky-bucket scheme** for admitting packets into the network. In a typical leaky-bucket scheme, packets can only enter the network if they obtain a “token” from a bucket of tokens. If a packet wishes to enter the network and the bucket is empty, it must wait until a token becomes available in order to enter the network. There are two parameters that govern the behavior of a leaky-bucket flow: the maximum number of packets that the bucket can hold and the rate at which the bucket is replenished with tokens. By altering the size of the bucket we can prevent large bursts from entering the network. By limiting the rate at which we refill the bucket with tokens, we can limit the frequency with which these bursts can enter the network.

In paced TCP, just as in a leaky-bucket scheme, TCP tries to limit the size of bursts entering the network. However, TCP also needs to be able to modify the send rate of the leaky-bucket flow to mimic changes in its window. By making a couple of simple modifications to the standard leaky-bucket algorithm, we can implement paced TCP. First, a paced TCP refills its token bucket at dynamically changing intervals of time. So, for instance, imagine that the timer granularity is \( g = 1\)ms and \( BST = 4 \) packets. Then TCP’s maximum bucket size will be 4 packets, and TCP will fill up the bucket with 4 tokens at time 0.000. Assume also that TCP’s send rate (as determined by the current congestion window size and round-trip time) is 1 packet/ms (or 4 packets every 4ms). TCP would then set its next bucket refill-time to occur at time .004 seconds. Then, at time .001 seconds, TCP receives an acknowledgment and doubles its send-rate to 2 packets/ms (or 4 packets every 2ms). TCP would then revise its next refill-time to occur at time .002 seconds from the original .004 seconds. This approach is aggressive in the sense that, when TCP’s send-rate changes, the new rate is effective retroactively to the beginning of the current refill period. This aggressive approach allows TCP to adapt quickly to changes in its window even though it only refills the bucket at coarse-grained intervals.

To limit overhead, TCP keeps track of bucket refill-times using state variables and minimizes its use of timers to refill the bucket. If TCP has packets to send and it does not use up all the tokens in the bucket, it simply takes note of how many tokens are left, and when the bucket should next be refilled. The next time TCP has packets to send, it checks to see whether the last bucket refill-time has past, refills the bucket as necessary, and continues as before. The only time that TCP should use a timer to refill the bucket is when it uses up all the tokens in a bucket and has more packets to send. This approach takes advantage of the fact that TCP wakes up frequently on its own, due to returning acknowledgments, and that scheduling timers to wake up at these times is redundant and wasteful. During slow-start, TCP should be able rely on acknowledgments for approximately half of its refills, reducing the pacing overhead to 50% less than that given in Equation 2.
3 Experimental Algorithms

In order to study the effect of pacing on TCP, we examined two existing TCP algorithms and one proposed TCP algorithm that is not yet widely used. In addition, we discuss a technique that is especially well-suited for estimating window size in high bandwidth-delay networks.

3.1 Classic TCP

Classic TCP is TCP as it was originally proposed by Jacobson [3]. Classic TCP maintains four state variables to keep track of its progress: the current congestion window (W), the maximum congestion window (W\text{max}), the current slow-start threshold (ssthresh), and an estimate of the current round-trip time (RTT). Using these variables, classic TCP alternates between three modes of operation:

- **Slow-start.** In this mode, TCP sends an exponentially increasing number of packets to the receiver every RTT. Starting with an initial congestion window of $W = 2$, the TCP sender increases the congestion by 1 every time it receives an acknowledgment, until it reaches either the maximum window, W\text{max}, or the slow-start threshold, ssthresh. If it reaches ssthresh, TCP enters congestion-avoidance mode. If TCP detects that a packet has been lost in the network, it sets ssthresh = W/2, and enters exponential-backoff mode.

- **Congestion-avoidance.** In congestion-avoidance mode, TCP sends a linearly increasing number of packets every RTT. It does this by increasing its window by 1 every RTT. If the sender does not receive an acknowledgment for an outstanding packet within a certain amount of time (determined by the RTT), it sets ssthresh = W/2, and enters exponential-backoff mode. The sender never increases W past W\text{max}.

- **Exponential-backoff.** In this mode, the sender attempts to recover from loss. It repeatedly sends a copy of the last unacknowledged packet to the receiver, exponentially increasing the time between each attempt, until the receiver acknowledges the packet. Once the receiver acknowledges the packet, the sender goes back to slow-start mode.

In practice, existing TCP implementations almost always use more sophisticated congestion control algorithms than these. We use classic TCP in this study, however, because it provides us with a baseline for our comparisons.

3.2 TCP-Reno

TCP-Reno incorporates Jacobson's fast-retransmit and fast-recovery algorithms to improve upon the way that classic TCP recovers from individual packet losses [4]. In fast-retransmit, the TCP receiver repeatedly acknowledges the last in-order packet that it has received. When the TCP sender receives the duplicate acknowledgments, it infers that a packet was lost, and resends that packet. The advantage of this strategy is that the TCP sender can detect lost packets much sooner than it might otherwise using timeouts. If fast-retransmit successfully recovers a lost packet, TCP may infer from incoming acknowledgments that only a few packets were lost. In this case, it may perform a fast-recovery, which means that it will immediately set its window to $W = ssthresh$ and enter congestion-avoidance mode. The advantage of this strategy is that it circumvents the expensive slow-start process in the cases where only a few packets in the network were lost. TCP-Reno is the most widely deployed variant of TCP used in the Internet today.

3.3 TCP-FACK

TCP-FACK takes an even more aggressive approach to loss-recovery by providing the receiver with an explicit means of describing losses [6]. When a TCP-FACK receiver receives non-contiguous data, it also sends duplicate acks back to the receiver, as is the case in TCP-Reno. These acknowledgments, called
SACKs, carry the same information as standard TCP acknowledgments, plus additional information explicitly listing the data that has been correctly received. When the TCP-FACK receiver receives these acknowledgments, it knows exactly which data has been lost, and which data should be resent. TCP-FACK senders can also use the data contained in SACKs to glean information about the congestion state of the network and then to make intelligent decisions about what data to resend and when. Though TCP-FACK has not yet been widely deployed in the Internet, preliminary simulation studies show that TCP-FACK can use available bandwidth at the bottleneck server more effectively than standard TCP implementations, leading to significant improvements in throughput performance.

3.4 Packet-Pair Probes

A TCP sender can estimate the service rate of the bottleneck link using a technique called packet-pair probes [5] [2]. In this technique, the sender sends out a pair of packets, back-to-back, and waits for their corresponding acknowledgments. When the bottleneck server receives the packets, it will process them sequentially, and they will exit the bottleneck server with a delay between them corresponding to the bottleneck service time. The end receiver will, in turn, acknowledge these packets as soon as they arrive. When the sender finally receives the acknowledgments, it can interpret the spacing between the packets to glean information about the bottleneck server. As noted in [5], the spacing of the packet-pair probes can have several meanings. If the bottleneck server serves packets in a first-in-first-out order, as is the case with most routers in the Internet today, then the interval will only reflect the maximum available bandwidth of the bottleneck server. If the bottleneck server serves packets in a round-robin order, as is the case in a fair-queueing router [1], then the interval reflects the fraction of the total bottleneck bandwidth currently available at the server.

It is easy to see why current TCP implementations do not use packet-pair probes: TCP contains its own mechanisms for estimating bandwidth and over the years these mechanisms have served their purpose perfectly well. However, there are a number of ways that packet-pair probes might be used to improve TCP's performance in a high bandwidth-delay network. First, under-estimating or over-estimating TCP's maximum window can adversely impact TCP's throughput performance, a problem that only worsens as the network delay increases. A TCP sender may be able to use packet-pair probes to set TCP's initial maximum window size, $W_{\text{max}}$. Second, in a system where the bottleneck server implements fair-queueing, TCP can actually use packet-probes to estimate the congestion window, $W_c$ itself.
4 Simulation Results

In this subsection we present the results of several simulations that we performed to evaluate the performance of TCP pacing.

4.1 ns Simulator

ns [7] is an event-driven network simulator with extensive support for simulation of TCP, routing, and multicast protocols. To implement TCP pacing, we extended ns’s built-in TCP agents using the pacing algorithm described in the previous subsection, as well as added support for packet-pair probes. The behavior of the modified TCP agents can be customized by turning pacing on or off, setting the pacing burst size and the TCP timer granularity, and turning packet-probes on or off. This simulator produces several metrics that track the progress of TCPs:

- Congestion window. The size of TCP’s congestion window, \( W \), limits the number of packets that TCP can inject into the network at any time. The evolution of this window during the course of a TCP connection has a direct impact upon the total throughput of the connection.

- Packets in the pipe. In a standard TCP implementation, TCP attempts to keep the number of packets in the network pipe, \( i \), always equal to the congestion window, \( W \). If the window \( W \) jumps up suddenly, then TCP sends an instantaneous burst of packets into the network to match the change in the window \( W \). It is exactly this behavior that a paced version of TCP attempts to avoid. By observing the evolution of \( i \) with respect to \( W \), we can verify the correctness of our pacing algorithms.

- Bottleneck queue length. We expect to see a standard TCP implementation overrun the queues long before it reaches its maximum window. In a paced TCP implementation, however, we should not see the queues build up at all.

- Overall throughput. The overall throughput of a connection measures the number of packets that the TCP sender was able to successfully send to the receiver, during some fixed interval of time. Overall throughput can indicate the effectiveness of a TCP implementation at using the bandwidth available at the bottleneck.

A detailed description of the ns implementation of pacing is provided in Appendix A.

4.2 Single-Stream Pacing Performance

We began our study of TCP pacing by looking at the performance of classic TCP over a single bottleneck link. The network topology that we used for the simulations is given in Figure 1, and the the simulation parameters are given in Table 2. Figure 5 shows the results of this simulation using a paced, classic TCP sender. The paced TCP sender is able to smoothly increase its congestion window to the ideal maximum window of 91 packets during slow-start, without encountering a false-bottleneck. The absence of the false-bottleneck can be explained by the fact that the bottleneck queue never grows beyond zero packets. As described in Equation 4, however, a TCP sender with a 1ms timer can only support window sizes of 83 or 100 packets. This explains why the number of packets in the pipe never reaches beyond 83 packets per RTT.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Setting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Round-trip Delay</td>
<td>500ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottleneck bandwidth</td>
<td>1.5 Mb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queueing discipline</td>
<td>Drop-tail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet size</td>
<td>1024 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottleneck queue length</td>
<td>10 packets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timer granularity</td>
<td>1ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burst-size</td>
<td>1.2 packets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network capacity</td>
<td>91 packets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP maximum window size</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Simulation setup for a TCP connection running over a bottleneck link, as depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 5: Queue size and window evolution for a single TCP connection running over a bottleneck link. The TCP congestion window is able to ramp up to the ideal size of 91 packets without encountering a false-bottleneck because the queues in the network never build up. The 1ms timer used in this simulation is only able to sustain a rate of 83 packets per RTT, less than the 91 packets per RTT that could be sustained by the full capacity of the network.
Figure 6: Paced TCP over a 1.5 Mb link with 500ms RTT and maximum window 100. The paced TCP sender is able to ramp all the way up to the maximum window size of 100 packets/RTT. This window size is larger than the ideal window size, causing packets to build up in the bottleneck queue.

Figure 6 shows the same simulation, except with the TCP sender maximum window set to 100. As this figure illustrates, this TCP sender is again able to smoothly ramp up to the maximum congestion window in a little over 7 round-trips. In contrast with Figure 5, the line representing the packets in the pipe does eventually rise to meet the line representing the congestion window. The penalty for increasing the maximum window to 100, beyond the ideal window of 91, manifests itself in the evolution of the bottleneck queue length. At 100 packets/RTT, the TCP sender sends packets to the receiver at a rate faster than the bottleneck server can sustain. Though it never actually exceeds the capacities of the queues, the queues stay almost constantly full at a level of 8 packets every RTT.

By increasing the size of the bursts paced out by TCP, we can exactly match the capacity of the network, rather than overutilizing or underutilizing it. Figure 7 shows the same simulation as Figure 5, this time with the TCP burst size set to 2 packets. Following Equation 4, a TCP sender with a .001 second timer and a burst size of 2 packets can sustain a window of size 90 packets, close to the ideal window size of 91 packets. As the figure illustrates, the line representing the packets in the pipe again rises to meet the line representing the congestion window. This time, however, the queues in the network never build up to more than 1 packet. Figure 8 shows a magnified view of the first few RTTs of this connection. Instead of pacing out single packets, this connection paces out bursts of 2 packets. Every time one of these 2-packet bursts enters the network, the first packet enters service, and the second packet waits in the queue for service. This behavior is reflected in the fact that the line representing queue length goes up to 1 every time the TCP sender sends out a burst of packets.

Table 3 summarizes these results.
Figure 7: Paced TCP over a 1.5 Mb link with 500ms RTT and burst-size 2. The paced TCP sender is able to increase the congestion window to the ideal window size of 91 packets by pacing out bursts. Every time the TCP sender paces out a 2-packet burst, the bottleneck queue grows to 1 packet.

Figure 8: Magnified progress of paced TCP over a 1.5 Mb link with 500 ms RTT and burst-size 2. Every time the TCP sender paces out a 2-packet burst, the bottleneck queue grows to 1 packet. The number of packets in the pipe decreases every time the sender receives an acknowledgment for a packet, which accounts for the dips in the corresponding line in the graph.
Table 3: Summary of results for single-link simulations. These results show that a paced TCP connection with burst-size 2 can achieve close to the same throughput as an unpaced TCP connection running over a bottleneck with large queues. The rightmost column describes the average length of the bottleneck queue over time. The average non-empty queue length appears in parentheses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maximum window</th>
<th>Pacing</th>
<th>Queue length</th>
<th>Burst-size</th>
<th>Throughput</th>
<th>Average queue length (non-empty)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>1734</td>
<td>0.2 (14.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>1450</td>
<td>0.1 (1.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1614</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1771</td>
<td>6.3 (6.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91 (with probes)</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1728</td>
<td>0 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91 (with probes)</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1750</td>
<td>0 (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4: Simulation results for different algorithms running over a shared bottleneck link. The rightmost column describes the average length of the bottleneck queue over time. The average non-empty queue length appears in parentheses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Packets sent</th>
<th>Average queue length (non-empty)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classic TCP</td>
<td>36799</td>
<td>1.1 (2.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paced</td>
<td>41065</td>
<td>9.8 (2.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP-Reno</td>
<td>35711</td>
<td>1.0 (2.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paced</td>
<td>39515</td>
<td>.86 (2.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP-FACK</td>
<td>42750</td>
<td>1.4 (2.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paced</td>
<td>45098</td>
<td>1.2 (2.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3 Multiple Stream TCP Performance

For our second set of simulations, we examined the performance of paced TCP when several streams compete for access over the same bottleneck link. The topology we used for these simulations is depicted in Figure 9. We used the same set of parameters given in Table 2, setting the maximum window size for each TCP sender to 91 and the pacing burst-size to 2. We staggered the start times for each TCP connection, starting each connection 60 seconds after the last connection, and then letting each stream run for 180 seconds. We staggered the streams in order to force the TCP connections to adjust to both the arrival and relief of congestion.

We ran each simulation 20 times and averaged the results together to obtain our results.

Table 4 shows the simulation results for 3 different TCP algorithms, with or without pacing. The results show that pacing improves all three TCP algorithms, with classic TCP and TCP-Reno achieving the most dramatic improvements from pacing. TCP-Fack with pacing achieves the highest throughput of all the algorithms, a 1.23x improvement over unpaced, classic TCP.

4.4 Packet-Pair Probes

For our simulation, we examined the use of packet-pair probes in a paced TCP implementation. In this simulation, TCP uses packet probes to determine the bottleneck bandwidth during slow start, and instantaneously sets the congestion window to match the bottleneck rate. We ran this version of TCP

---

1During the course of our study, we discovered that TCP senders would synchronize themselves to the bottleneck server due to the lock-step nature of the simulator. As a result, the TCP connection that arrived first at the bottleneck would use the full capacity of the link and never yield to other connections. We introducing an infrequent, millisecond jitter into the bottleneck server to circumvent this problem.
over the single-stream topology given in Figure 1, with the TCP burst-size set to 2 packets. Figure 10 depicts the results of this simulation. After 3 round-trip times, TCP is able to correctly estimate the bottleneck congestion window to be 91 packets, and sets the window to be 91 at that time. Because the system paces out its packets, the TCP sender then proceeds to pace out the 91 packets over the course of a single RTT, and remains at that window for the rest of the connection. Note that an unpaced version of TCP would respond to the increase in window size by instantaneously injecting 91 packets into the network. Since the bottleneck queue can only accommodate 10 packets, 81 of these packets would be dropped. A paced version of TCP, however, can accommodate such dramatic changes in the sender window size. A summary of the overall performance of this simulation appears in Table 3.
5 Discussion

In this paper, we described Paced TCP, a modified version of TCP that overcomes the problems of queueing bottlenecks in wireless, high bandwidth-delay networks. A standard TCP implementation encounters queueing bottlenecks when it sends more packets in a single burst than can be stored at the bottleneck queue. This problem is particular to high bandwidth-delay networks, because the queues in the network are disproportionate to the size of the bursts that TCP sends out. Paced TCP circumvents queueing bottlenecks by sending out frequent, small bursts where standard TCP would send out infrequent, large bursts. We have shown how it is possible to implement paced TCP using a modified leaky-bucket scheme and discussed some of the trade-offs involved in using timers to implement pacing. Finally, we have provided simulation data showing that pacing can significantly improve the performance of three different flavors of TCP, with TCP-FACK yielding a 1.22x performance improvement over unpaced, classic TCP.

Though this does paper does answer many questions about TCP pacing, it does raise others. One attractive feature of paced TCP is that it decouples TCP's algorithms from the length of the queues in the network. If all TCP implementations were paced, network designers would never have to guess at buffer sizes based on the vague, ever-changing characteristics of the entire network. Following this line of reasoning, however, TCP's current implementation of receiver flow-control makes little sense. At the beginning of every TCP connection, the TCP receiver tells the sender the number of packets it can handle in a single burst, the "maximum receive window". The TCP receiver may change its window dynamically, and the TCP sender must respect this window. As originally conceived, the receiver can use this window to prevent the TCP sender from sending too quickly and from overrunning its queues. Unfortunately, as is the case with routers within the network, TCP receivers often set the maximum receive window to a value that is disproportionately low for a high bandwidth-delay network, sometimes to as little as 5 to 12 packets. If a TCP connection sets its maximum congestion window to 5 packets and the ideal window for the network is 91 packets, the sender will be forced to grossly underutilize the capacity of the network. This window limitation seems particularly pointless since, as we have shown, a paced version of TCP can increase its window to 91 packets without loading up the queues in the network at all. Some compromise must exist between restricting the sender too much and not restricting it at all. Automatic TCP buffer tuning [10] and packet-pair probes are two techniques that may hold keys to overcoming this problem. We will continue pursuing this question in our future investigation of paced TCP.
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The standard ns implementation includes a TCP “Agent” C++ class that simulates the actions of a TCP sender/receiver for a single flow at a single node. It also includes several sub-classes of TCP agents to simulate different variations of TCP, including TCP-Reno and TCP-FACK. In order to augment the standard ns TCP implementation with pacing, we created a new “Pacer” class that can be used by any TCP agent to implement pacing. The Pacer uses the following state-variables:

1. Maximum burst size. The maximum sized burst that we are allowed to send. This variable is also directly accessible from the Tcl interpreter.

2. Timer period. The granularity of the timer. The maximum rate at which we will be able to send packets will be the maximum burst size divided by the timer period. This variable is also directly accessible from the Tcl interpreter.

3. Pacing timer. We set this timer to expire whenever we want to refill the bucket at some time in the future.

4. Last refill time. This is the time at which the bucket was refilled. The TCP flow is allowed to use up all the tokens in the bucket, but no more, until the next refill time.

5. Next refill time. This is the next time at which the flow’s bucket will be refilled. This value is constantly recalculated based on TCP’s dynamically changing send rate.

6. Tokens. The amount of tokens in the bucket. This value is invalid if the current time is greater than the next refill time.

7. Round-trip time. A cached copy of the last packet round-trip-time. This round-trip time is used to estimate the current send rate, which is then used to calculate the bucket refill times.

Typically, a paced TCP agent would create a new Pacer object at start-up, and then call the following functions, provided by the pacer:

1. available_tokens. This function calculates the amount of tokens currently available based on the beginning of the last bucket refill-time, the current time, the next refill-time, and the current send rate. If the Pacer has not yet past the next refill-time, this function returns the amount of tokens left within the bucket. If it has past the next refill-time, this function fills up the bucket, resets the last and next refill-times, and returns full tokens to the caller.

2. adjust_tokens. TCP calls this function whenever it sends out packets. First, this function will decrement the available tokens in the bucket by the number of packets just sent. If the caller indicates that it still has packets to send, this function will then schedule the timer to refill the bucket at the next refill time.

3. expire. This function is called whenever the pacing timer expires. This timer is set to expire at the next bucket refill-time, but only when there are packets awaiting tokens. This function calls the TCP function send_much to send out more packets.

4. rtt_update. The default TCP Agent calls this function whenever it gets a new packet with a new a new round-trip time (RTT). We modify this function to first cache the RTT before performing any additional processing.
In order to implement a paced version of ns's TCP base class, we simply modified one function, `send_much`. `send_much` is the function that the default TCP agent uses to send out a window of packets. At the beginning of the function, `send_much` calls the function `available_tokens()` to find out how many tokens are currently left in the bucket. Later, in the body of the loop that TCP usually uses to send out a window of packets, `send_much` adds an extra check to see whether it has reached its allotted amount of tokens. Finally, before exiting, `send_much` calls the function `adjust_tokens` to update the token count and schedule the pacing timer to expire, if necessary. We were able to implement paced versions of TCP-Reno and TCP-FACK by making analogous changes to these classes.
In this paper, we study the performance of paced TCP, a modified version of TCP designed especially for high delay-bandwidth networks. In typical networks, TCP optimizes its send-rate by transmitting increasingly large bursts, or windows, of packets, one burst per round-trip time, until it reaches a maximum window-size, which corresponds to the full capacity of the network. In a network with a high delay-bandwidth product, however, TCP’s maximum window-size may be larger than the queue size of the intermediate routers, and routers will begin to drop packets as soon as the windows become too large for the router queues. The TCP sender then concludes that the bottleneck capacity of the network has been reached, and it limits its send-rate accordingly. Partridge proposed paced TCP as a means of solving the problem of queueing bottlenecks. A sender using paced TCP would release packets in multiple, small bursts during a round-trip time in which ordinary TCP would release a single, large burst of packets. This approach allows the sender to increase its send-rate to the maximum window size without encountering queueing bottlenecks. This paper describes the performance of paced TCP in a simulated network and discusses implementation details that can affect the performance of paced TCP.